CHARTING THE PROGRESS OF NEW HORIZONS
Level
Grades 2 – 5

Learning Goals
Understanding the long distances and timescales involved in space travel.

National Science Education Standards
Standard D: Objects in the Sky
Standard E: Abilities of Technological Design

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Standards
Measurement: Recognize and understand attributes as length and select the
appropriate type of unit for measuring each attribute; understand how to measure
using standard units
Number and Operations: Multiply and divide numbers; understand commonly
used fractions
Problem Solving: Solve problems that arise in mathematics and other contexts

Materials per class
Access to computer(s) with internet connection
New Horizons growth chart poster (one per group of students)

Materials per student
Ruler with cm divisions
Pencil
Student Activity Sheet
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Teacher Overview
1. Students will track the progress of the New Horizons spacecraft. They will access the New Horizons
website to discover the distance of the spacecraft from the Sun, then convert the true distance to the
scaled-down distance represented on the New Horizons poster
2. The scale used on the poster is 2 centimeters = 1 Astronomical Unit (AU). One AU is defined as the
distance from the Sun to the Earth.
3. Students will calculate the approximate distances of the planets from the Sun using the poster and enter
their data into a table.
4. The New Horizons website, http://pluto.jhuapl.edu, provides the current distance of the spacecraft from
the Sun. If you have classroom access to the internet, students can look up the distance themselves, and
if you do not have access to the internet in your classroom, just print out the screen showing the distance
in advance.
5. Students must convert the distance of the spacecraft from the Sun in AU to a distance in cm according to
the scale on the poster. Students will then paperclip the small picture of the New Horizons spacecraft
(found on the bottom left corner of the poster) at the appropriate distance. Make sure they use the scale
located on the right side of the poster.
--Answer to Question on Step 8 is C, the Sun is 110 times the size of Earth
6. After students have clipped the picture of the NH spacecraft to its current location on the poster,
encourage them to periodically check the website and advance the spacecraft on the poster. You might
assign this activity as a fun homework activity to do with parents/guardians periodically and at the end
of the school year. No need to check more often than every month!
7. To wrap up the activity have a discussion with your class asking them about their impressions of the
New Horizons mission and what challenges engineers and scientists faced when designing and building
it. Some questions that might help spark a discussion are:
Q: We found out that New Horizons is going to travel a really long distance, and also a really long
time. What do you think will be important to the spacecraft to accomplish its mission?
A: Here are a few, but you’ll find many more… Insulation from the cold, Computer systems that
last a long time, Ability to communicate with Earth (antennae), Power systems that last a long time,
etc.
Q: It will take at least 9 years for New Horizons to reach Pluto once it leaves Earth, what sorts of
things can you do in that time period to be a part of the mission when the spacecraft arrives? Realize
that some of the people working on the mission now might have changed jobs or retired by then!
A: Study math and science in school and in college; Keep tracking New Horizons’ progress on your
growth chart poster until the spacecraft reaches Pluto; Apply for a job working on the mission when
you are older!
NOTE: You can find a discussion of careers on the New Horizons website. There are even video
clips of mission scientists and engineers answering career-related questions!
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